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Executive Summary

The purposeof this report is to describethe by other chemicals in the atmosphere, such as
currentstate of knowledgeregardingthe ozone and sulfurdioxide.
sources and quantitiesof heavy metal emis-
sions, their transportand fate, their potential Trace metalsalso enter the environment
health and environmentaleffects, andstrategies through leaching. Leaching occurs as metals
to control them. The approachis to review the are absorbedfrom sludge, runoff from coal
literatureon this topic and to consult with piles, and discharges of ash pondwater and
experts in the field. Ongoingresearchactivities other waste water. Leaching, which is depend-
and researchneeds are discussed, ent on the amountof waterpresentand the

solubility of the element, can contaminate
surface water, groundwater,and soils.

Sources and Quantities of Heavy

Metals Emissions Environmental and Health Effects
Estimates of global anthropogenicand natural of Heavy Metals
emissions indicate that anthropogenicemis-
sions are responsible for most of the heavy Health studies of air toxics have not tradi-
metals released into the atmosphereand that tionally focused on the risks to humans and
industrialactivities have had a significant animals through contaminationof the food
impacton the global cycling of tracemetals, chain. The effects on humans are influenced
The largest anthropogenicsourcesof trace by the impactof heavy metals on animals and
metals are coal combustion and the nonferrous ecosystems. Concentrationsof some trace
metal industry, metals in fish and mammals exceed the health

standards for humans. The effects of long-term
human exposure to trace elements have not

Environmental Transport and beenfully explored.
Behavior

Atmospheric deposition is an important path- Control Strategies
way by which trace metals enter the environ-
ment. Atmospheric deposition varies according Existing emissions-control technologies such as
to the solubility of the element and the length electrostatic precipitators, baghouses, and
of time it resides in the atmosphere. Meteoro- scrubbers are designed to remove other par-
logical evidence indicates that trace elements ticulates from the flue gas of coal-fired power
with long residence times (e.g., arsenic, cad- plants and are only partially effective at
mium, lead, and mercury) are found in high removing heavy metals. Emerging technologies
concentrations in regions far from the point of such as flue gas desulfurization, lignite coke,
their initial release into the atmosphere, and fluidized bed combustion could further
Evidence suggests that deposition is influenced reduce emissions.
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Ongoing Activities Where Future Research Is Needed

Several federal agencies are conducting Currentdataon the quantityof emissions, the
research to understandthe process andimpact environmentalbehavior, and the health and
of heavy metal releases into the environment, ecological effects of trace metals are inade-
The U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) is quate. Morestudy is needed to determinethe
focusing on determiningthe contents of emis- relative strengthof specific naturaland
sions from utility stacks. The U.S, Environ- anthropogenicsources. An inventory of these
mental Protection Agency (EPA) is carrying sources and the amountsthey emit needs to be
out three studies on air toxics: the first will compiled. Research on the interactionof heavy
focus on the health effects of direct exposure metals with other chemicals in the atmosphere
to emissions from utility plants, the second and in terrestrial systems needs to be con-
will focus on the transport andeffects of ductedto understandthe divergent effects
mercury, and the third will focus on atmos- metals can have on the environment. Control
pheric deposition to the GreatLakes and strategies, includinga mix of hardware and
coastal waters, policy options, need to be developed to reduce

the risks posed by heavy metals.
The Electric Power ResearchInstitute(EPRI)
also is conducting several studies regarding the
transport and effects of emissions into the Conclusions
environment. The PICES (powerplant inte-
grated systems: chemical emissions study) Heavy metal emissions appearto be increas-
project seeks to assess the source and fate of ing, and anthropogenicsources appearto be
chemicals emitted by individualplants. A the main contributorto this increase. The EPA
second project involves an effort to model may regulateutility emissions in the future.
humanhealth risk from heavy metal emissions. Outside of the United States, heavy metalpoi-
Finally, EPRI is conductinga studyon met- lution is expected to increase in developing
cury in temperatelakes, countries, as the demandfor goods and ser-

vices increases. R_earch into heavy metals
emissions needs to be conductedon a global
scale using a holistic approachand focusing on
the particularsof individualregions.
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1.0 Introduction

Fossil fuel combustion,metal productionand some heavy metals are greaterthan the natural
manufacturing,incineration,and other indus- sources of obeseelements (Nriagu 1989b,
trial processes release heavy metals (trace p. 7). Currently,most of the anthropogenic
metals or trace elements) into the atmosphere, emissions of trace metals are released from
These releases have increasedthe concentra- developed countries. As developing countries
tions of heavy metals in ecosystems and industrialize,howeve__,they too can be
threaten the environmentand humanhealth, expected to increase their contributionto
Scientists have documentedthe dangerfrom global emissions. Since developing countries
lead exposure, e.g., central nervoussystem, do not employ rigorouspollution control
developmental and hematological damage; policies, heavy metal emissions may become a
however, they do not yet completely under- serious problemin the future.
stand the full consequencesof increasedhuman
andecological exposure to other trace metals. While there has been significant researchon
Some trace metals, such as mercury,are the local effects of heavy metal emissions to
known to be especially dangerous in aquatic the air, not much work has been done on the
ecosystems where they tend to bioaccumulate global environmentaleffects of the emissions
in the food chain, of trace metals. Pacific NorthwestLaboratory

(PNL)(a)has gathered available informationon
Heavy metal pollution couldbecome a major this topic in an effort to assess the currentstate
global environmentalproblem. Heavy metals of knowledge and to identify areas for further
are often deposited in areas far from the research. The heavy metals considered in this
source of emission. Because they are subjectto paperare arsenic (As), cadmium(Cd), chrom-
long-range atmospherictransport,heavy metals ium (Cr), copper(Cu), mercury(Hg), manga-
emitted in one country could have negative nese (Mn), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), selenium
repercussionson ecosystems in other coun- (Se), andzinc (Zn).
tries, in areas far from industry.This is
problematicbecause once released into the The remainderof this report is organized as
biosphere, these metals cannotbe recovered follows: sources and quantitiesof heavy metal
using currenttechnology (Nriagu 1990, p. 8). emissions (Section 2.0), environmentaltrans-
More research is needed to assess the effects port and behavior (Section 3.0), environmental
of long-range transportand depositionof andhealth effects of heavy metals (Sec-
heavy metals on humans,animals, and the tion 4.0), control strategies (Section 5.0),
environment, ongoing activities (Section6.0), and areas

where future researchis needed (Section 7.0).
To reduce the emissions of heavy metals into
the atmosphere, the sources and the amount
must be identified. An understandingof the
relative impact of the naturalglobal cycles of
these elements is neededto determine the
significance of anthropogenic emissions.
Studies on the global cycling of trace metals in (a) Pacific NorthwestLaboratoryis operated for the
the atmosphereprovide roughestimates of u.s. Department of Energy by BattelleMemorial

• emissions, revealing that manmadesourcesof InstituteunderContractDI_.-AC06-76RLO1830.
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2.0 Sources and Quantities of Heavy Metal Emissions

Heavy metals are released from naturaland calculated by Nriagu (1989a) for 1983. These
anthropogenicsources. Naturalemissions are results are presentedin Table 2.1.
released from point sources such as volcanoes,
as well as from diffuse sources such as oceans. A comparison of these assessments reveals that
Anthropogenicemissions are usually released emissions from anthropogenicsources exceed
from point sourcessuch as power plants and the flux for naturalsources for most metals
metal productionfacilities, and that industrialactivities have had a

significant impacton the global cycling of
The effect of anthropogenicemissions on the trace metals. The anthropogenicemissions
environmentdepends on their relative signifi- were calculated by applying emission factors to
cance comparedwith naturalsources. Since statisticson worldwideproductionand con-
anthropogenicfluxes have been studied more sumptionof industrialgoods. The emission
closely than natural sources (Mosherand Duce factors were presentedas ranges, taking into
1987, p. 13289), quantifyingthe relative account the uncertaintyin the concentrationof
significance of each is difficult, tracemetals in raw materials,the production

technologyused, and the control technologies
Naturalemissions may be affected by anthro- employed (Nriaguand Pacyna 1988, p. 135).
pogenic sources (Lindqvistand Rodhe 1985, The naturalemissions were also calculated
p. 148; Mosherand Duce 1987, p. 31292). from emission factors and published estimates
Past anthropogenicemissions are probably of the mass fluxes from individualsources.
cycling through the air, water, and soil and are There is greatuncertaintyin these data as
increasingwhat we would _nsider to be weil, which is reflected in the ranges given.
present-daynaturalemissions. Thus, it is
misleadingto refer to present-dayfluxes as These results have been publishedin several
naturaleven though they result from natural sources (Pacyna 1989; Nriagu 1990). Based on
biological processes. Terms such as "pre- these results, membersof a workshopspon-
industrial,""present,"and "presentback- sored by the Center for Clean Air Policy
ground"are more descriptive. Since most concluded that most global atmosphericcycling
authorsdo not make these distinctions, some of certaintracemetal pollution is caused by
emissions that are categorized as present-day industrialactivity (Neme 1991, p. 112). Elias
naturalemissions may be of anthropogenic of the EPA stated that Nriagu and Pacyna's
origin. 1988 assessment reduceduncertaintyby a

factor of 2 or more for each metal and refined
the emission factorsfor each source category

2.1 Global Emissions (Elias 1989, p. 48).

Very few estimatesof global anthropogenic Reported emissions for mercury are in agree-
and naturalemissions have been compiled. The mentwith the Nriaguand Pacyna estimates.
most recent andcomprehensiveassessmentof Lindbergcites estimatesof global anthropo-
anthropogenic sources was compiled by Nriagu genic emissions of mercury thatare between
and Pacyna (1988) for the year 1983, and the 2000 and 3000 metrictons a year (Lindberg
most extensive appraisalof naturalsources was 1987, p. 90). Naturalemissions are

2.1
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Table 2.1. NaturalVersus AnthropogenicEmissions of Trace Metals into the Atmospherein 1983
(thousandtons per year)

Trace Anthropogenic Natural Total Natural/Total
Emissions(a) Emissions(a) Emissions(a) Emissions

As 19(12-26) 12(0.86-23) 31(12.86-49) 0.39

Cd 7.6(3.1-12) 1.3(0.15-2.6) 8.9(3.25-14.6) 0.15

Cr 30(7.3-54) 44(4.5-83) 74(l1.8-137) 0.59

Cu 35(20-51) 28(2.3-54) 63(22.3-105) 0.44

Hg 3.6(0.91-6.2) 2.5(0.10-4.9) 6.1(1.01-11.1) 0.41
Mn 38 (11-66) 317 (52-582) 355 (63-648) 0.89

Ni 56 (24-87) 30 (3.0-57) g6 (27-144) 0.35

Pb 332 (289-376) 12 (0.97-23) 344 (290-399) 0.04

Se 6.3 (3.0-9.7) 9.3 (0.66-18) 15.6 (3.66-27.7) 0.58

Zn 132 (70-194) 45 (4.0-86) 177 (74-280) 0.34

(a) These are median values with the ranges of estimated emissions given in parentheses.
Source: Nriagu 1989a, p. 49

estimatedto be of the same order of magni- naturalemissions (45.5 thousand tons per year)
rude. Lindqvistand Rodhe cite a comparable is almost 4 times as high. They estimatethat
figure of 2400 tons of mercuryemitted volcanoes and low-temperaturevolatilization
annuallyfrom anthropogenicsources (1985, contributemore than 40,000 tons of arsenic.
p. 148). Based on these data, Chilversand Peterson

conclude that anthropogenic emissions do not
Selenium estimates from otherauthors are also have a great influenceon averageglobal
similar to those of Nriagu andPacyna. The concentrations.Chilversand Peterson cite two
estimate for selenium reportedby Ross (1985, other studies:Walsh et al. (1979) and
p. 81-82), 6700 to 8000 tons for the year Mackenzie and Wollast (1977). Data from
1973, was withinthe range given by Nriagu Walsh et al. are comparableto the Nriagu and
and Pacyna. Mosher and Duce (1987) report Pacyna datafor arsenic, but Walsh et al. attri-
anthropogenicselenium emissions to be bute almost ali of the naturalemissions to
6000 tons and naturalemissions to be between volcanoes. Mackenzie andWollast estimate
6000 and 13,000 tons annually. Again, these emissions to be muchhigher than any of the
numbersfall within Nriagu and Pacyna's other estimates (82.9 thousand tons from
range, anthropogenicsources, and 213.57 thousand

tons from naturalsources). Mackenzie and
However, there are discrepanciesbetween Wollast also attributemuchof the arsenic
these figures and those reportedby other emissions to the volatilization from oceans and
authors. Chilversand Peterson's estimate of from productionof nonferrousmetal.
28,000 tons of anthropogenicarsenic emissions
per year (1987) is higherthan Nriagu and Lantzy and Mackenzie have compiled the only
Pacyna's estimate, and their estimate for other comprehensiveassessment of naturaland

2.2
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anthropogenicsources of trace metals (1979, anthropogenic influences, as can the studyof
p. 511-525). As Table 2.2 indicates, their glaciers, peat bogs, andsediments to deter-
estimatesof anthropogenicemissions are much mined the historical trendsof metal concentra-
greaterthan those of NriaguandPacyna. tions through atmosphericdeposition. Based on
Nriaguand Pacynaargue that Lantzy and actual measurementsusing historical trends,
Mackenziedid not always considerdifferences Galloway et al. (1982) found that "at least in
in industrialprocesses and pollution-control the easternUnited States, the rates of
devices. For example, Lantzy and Mackenzie atmosphericdeposition of cadmium, copper,
assume that 90% of the metalsfound in coal lead, and zinc are strongly influenced, if not
andoil are released into the atmosphere, controlled,by anthropogenicprocesses."
Lantzy and Mackenziealso do not accountfor
particulates settling nearthe source. The table On the other hand, Jaworowskiet al. (1981),
also reveals that Lantzy and Mackenzie's who used data from glaciers in Norway,
estimates for naturalsources are slightly Alaskaand South America, did not find
lower, but of the same orderof magnitude as evidence of changes in the rate of metal
those of Nriagu. depositionduring the past 30 years compared

with the pre-industrialperiod. Anthropogenic
Emissions estimates are only one tool for sources were consideredto contributeonly a
evaluatingthe impactof anthropogenicsources small fraction to the global cycles of lead,
on the cycling of trace metals in the environ- cadmium,and mercury.Jaworowskiattributes
ment. Comparingmetal concentrationsin the increasesin the concentrationsof heavy metals
atmosphereto concentrationsin the earth's in remote regions to naturalprocesses that
crust can to lead to a better understandingof enrich metals in airborne dust. He argues that

Table 2.2. Global Anthropogenic and Natural Emissionsfor Select Metals
(thousandtons per year)

Trace Anthropogenic Natural Total
Me_Mg_ Emissions .. Emissions .Emissions

As 78.00 2.80 80.80

Cd 5.50 0.29 5.79

Cr 94.00 58.40 152.40

Cu 263.00 19.00 282.00

Hg 11.00 0.04 11.04
Mn 316.00 605.00 921.00

Ni 98.00 28.00 126.00

Pb 2030.00 5.80 2035.80

Se 14.00 0.40 14.40

Zn 840.00 35.80 875.80

Source: Lantzy and Mackenzie 1979, p. 511
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assessmentsof global atmosphericflows that by differentauthorsdisagree. For example,
do not considernaturalenrichmentunderesti- some sourc_ suggest that the amountof mer-

• mate the contributionfrom naturalsources to cury released by volcanic eruptions is large
the global cycling of trace metals (Galloway compared with most other naturalsources
et al. 1982). Lantzy andMackenzie (1979) (Nriagu 1989a, p. 48), while otherspropose
agree that w_ile there is a correlationbetween that volcanic emissions are negligible com-
enrichment factors (atmosphericabundances) pared with other sources (LindqvistandRodhe
and anthropogenicemissions, the relationship 1985, p. 149).
is not necessarilyone of cause andeffect.
They conclude that naturalprocesses may be As shown in Table 2.3, Nriagu (1989a) indi-
more importaat than anthropogenicactivities in cated that volcanic eruptions release 40% to
causingthe increasedenrichment factors. 60% of the cadmiumand mercuryand between

20% and 40% of the arsenic, chromium,cop-
per, and lead naturallyemitted. Seasalt spray

2.2 Natural Sources is responsible for less than 10% of the natural
emissions for most of these metals. Soil-

The majorsourcos of naturalemissions are deriveddusts accountfor more than 60% of
windblowndust, volcanic emissions, bursting the chromiumand manganese, between 20%
of seasalt bubbles, gas exchanges in the and 30% of the copper and lead, and less than
oceans, forest wildfires, emissions from soils 10%of mercuryand selenium releasedfrom
and vegetation, and biogenic sources, naturalsources.

For some elements, naturalemissions exceed Biogenic sources were responsible for more
those from manmadesources. Naturalsources than 50% of naturallyemitted selenium and

appearto dominate the atmosphericemissions mercury andbetween 30% and 50% of arsenic
of selenium, manganese, and chromium,but released from naturalsources. Lantzyand
there is a lack of reliable informationabout the Macke_u_ie(1979) also suggest that low-
quantitiesand physical and chemical charac- temperaturevolatilizationas a resultof bio-
teristics of these emissions. Either no logical activity may have a significant role in
measurementsare availableor measurements the cycling of mercury, arsenic, and selenium.

Table 2.3. Sources of NaturalEmissions of Heavy Metals (%)

Source __ Cd _ Cu .H_g= M_._n Ni Pb _ Zn
WindborneDust 21 15 62 28 2 70 38 32 2 42

Seasalt Spray 14 4 0 13 1 0 4 11 5 1
Volcanoes 31 57 35 33 40 13 48 27 9 21

Forest Fires 2 8 0 14 1 7 8 16 3 17

Biogenic Sources 32 17 3 12 56 9 2 14 81 18
Total Natural Emissions 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 I00 100

Source: Nriagu 1989a.



2.3 Anthropogenic Sources two factorsthat influencethe amount of trace
metals emitted into the atmosphere are the

Controlling the emissions of heavy metals concentration of the elements in the coal and
effectively requires an understanding of the the physic,o-chemical properties of the elements
major anthropogenic sources. Coal combustion during combustion (Pacyna 1986b, p. 3).
is a major source of mercury and selenium,
causing approximately 50% of the anthropo- High concentrations of trace metals in coal
genie emissions of these metals. Coal combus- increase the emissions of these elements into
tion is also responsible for between 25% and the environment. While it is difficult to
40% of chromium, manganese, and nickel generalize about trace metal concentrations,
emissions, as well as significant amounts of lignite and sub-bituminous coals contain less
other heavy metals. Oil combustion was found trace metals than bituminous coals; however,
to be a major anthropogenic source of nickel because almost two times the amount of lignite
(over 50%). The nonferrous metal industry is needed to produce an amount of energy
contributed between 50% and 70% of the equal to that of bituminous coal, the use of
arsenic, cadmium, copper and zinc emissions lignite actually increases emissions (Pacyna

1987, p. 71). Table 2.5 shows the different
(Table 2.4). types of coals by region throughout the world.

2.3.1 Coal Combustion In addition to concentrations varying between

Coal combustion is a major source of heavy different types of coal, concentrations of trace
metal emissions. The amount of trace metals metals in coal also vary widely from region to
released from coal combustion depends on region and even within regions. Table 2.6
many factors. As we reach an understanding of gives the concentrations of heavy metals in
the parameters that affect heavy metal coals from different regions in the UnitedStates. Neme (1991, p. 62) estimated that in
emissions, strategies can be developed to
curtail these emissions. When coal burns, the United States, switching from coals

Table 2.4. Sources of Anthropogenic Emissions of Heavy Metals (%)

SQcr¢¢ A__LCd .CA_ Cu _HL Mn N._LiPb S¢ Z___n_.n

Coal Combustion 10 7 37 15 59 28 27 4 48 9

Oil Combustion 0 2 5 6 0 4 53 1 13 2

Pyrometallurgical 66 72 0 67 4 8 9 24 37 57

Secondary Nonferrous 0 0 0 0 0 38 0 0 0 1

Steel and Iron Manufacturing 7 2 51 4 0 0 7 4 0 16

Refuse Incineration 2 12 3 6 33 22 1 1 2 5

Cement Production 3 4 4 0 0 0 1 3 0 11

Miscellaneous 12 2 0 3 5 0 3 63 0 6

Total AnthropogenicEmissions 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Table 2.5. Estimated Recoverable Reserves of Coal Worldwide (million tons) (a)

Anthracite and Total Recoverable Recoverable

Region Bitcminou_ (b) LiL,nite Coal(C)

United States (d) 232,395 35,464 267,859

OECD-Europe 37,595 51,711 89,306

OECD-Pacifi c 55,104 46,203 101,307

USSR/E. Europe 192,572 173,876 366,448

China and Southeast Asia 67,381 132,240 806,057

Mideast 213 0 213

Africa 69,309 0 69,309

Latin America 17,064 135 17,199

South and East Asia 69,070 4,859 73,929

TOTAL 1,347,139 444,488 1,791,627

(a) World Energy Council definition of "Proved Recoverable Reserves": the tonnage of proved amount in
place that can be recovered (extracted from the earth in raw form) under present and expected local
economic conditions with existing available technology.

(b) Recoverable anthracite and bituminous data for the World Energy Council include sub-bituminous.
(c) Sum of components may not equal total due to independent rounding.
(d) For the United States, "Recoverable Anthracite and Bituminous" category represents the total for

bituminous and sub-bituminous; estimates of recoverable reserves of anthracite are not currently
available.

Sources: EIA 1989, 1991; World Energy Conference 1989

Table 2.6. Trace Metal Concentrations in Raw Coal (mg/mmBtu) (a)

_ Coal Region Cd As Be _ Cu Mn Ni Pb

N. Appalachia 4 1616 84 699 695 1,265 654 321 9.13

S. Appalachia 3 738 98 515 648 711 505 272 5.54

Interior 169 774 97 628 679 3,074 1078 1578 5.94

Gulf Coast 43 771 174 1260 1662 11,227 981 1564 16.17

North Dakota 11 10.17

Powder River 8 264 42 335 597 2,347 293 274 6.15

Rocky Mountain 9 201 85 388 534 2,006 307 477 4.67

(a) USGS presents trace element concentration data in parts per million for each region. This table adjusts for
average Btu content, as reported by USGS, by presenting data in milligrams per million Btu.

Source: U.S. Geological Survey, National Coal Resource Database (1989) in Neme (1991, pp. 44 and 63)
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from the Interior and Gulf Co_t regions to emitted into the atmosphere than metals that

coal from the Powder River and Rocky concentrate in bottom ash (see box below).

Mountain regions could reduce average emis- The conditions of combustion, such as com-

sions of cadmium, arsenic, chromium, copper, bustion temperatures, also influence heavy

manganese, nickel, mercury, and lead. Simi- metal emissions (Pacyna 1987, p. 69). Power

larly, countries, such as those in central and plants that operate under high temperatures
eastern Europe, that primarily burn lignite have greater emissions of trace metals than

could reduce heavy metal emissions by switch- plants that operate under lower temperatures.

ing to bituminous coal. Wet bottom boilers have the highest emissions

of ali the coal-fired utility boilers because they

Some trace elements tend to concentrate on operate above the ash-melting temperature (the

small particles in fly ash while other metals temperature at which the volatile trace metals
assume the vapor form during combustion. A in the coal ash evaporate). Wall-fired and tan-

third group concentrates in bottom ash. Metals gential boilers have lower emissions because

that concentrate on small particles in fly ash _r they operate under lower temperatures (Pacyna

assume the vapor form are more likely to be 1989, p. 16).

Behavior of Heavy Metals During Combustion

During coal combustion, different elements concentrate in different waste streams. How these trace metals
concentrate determines whether they are emitted from the stack as well as the effectiveness of control
technologies in preventing their release. Because certain trace metals concentrate in fly ash, coal
combustion releases these metals in higher concentrations than are found in feed coal (Kaala'nen et al.
1975, p. 862). This means that heavy metals released from combustion are more concentrated, and "
potentially more dangerous, than concentrations found naturally in coal.

An analysis of bottom ash, ash from electrostatic precipitators, and fly ash found that trace elements have
different behavior patterns after oTmbustion. Arsenic, cadmium, lead, and zinc concentrate in fly ash;
chromium and nickel sometimes concentrate in fly ash; and a mercury and selenium exist in the flue gases
primarily in the vapor phase (Hasanen et al. 1986, p. 45). More than 90_ of mercury in coal is released
as vapor (Pacyna 1987, p. 72). Trace metals emitted as vapor are more likely to pass through control
equipment than are particulates. Mercury emissions, which are equally volatile at high and low tempera-
tures, remain as vapor in the plume and pass through the control equipment in gas form (Pacyna 1989, p.
89). Similarly, controls are not as effective at removing selenium as other elements because it also exists in
the vapor phase (Mosher and Duce 1987, p. 13289).

As a result of combustion some trace metals concentrate on the smallest particles emitted. This is significant
because small particles are not only the most likely to pass through the control devices, but also are most
likely to be transported the greatest distances. Therefore, coal combustion not only serves to concentrate

some heavy metals in the fly ash, but also concentrates the heavy metals in the particles that are most likely
to be emitted from the stack. Small particles are more dangerous to humans than larger particles because
they are easily inhaled. The elements that increase in concentration with decreases in particle diameter are
mercury, lead, cadmium, selenium, arsenic, nickel, chromium, and zinc. These elements increase in
concentration as particle size decreases because they vaporize during combustion, then condense and
concentrate on the surfaces of the small ash particles as the flue gas cools (Pacyna 1987, p. 72; Hasanen
et al. 1986, p. 45).
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2.3.2 Utility Emissions in the United was obtained from EPA's National Utility
States Reference File (NURF), DOE 767 forms that

utilities file annually,EIA's Inventory of
Coal consumptionis expectedto continueto Power Plants 1987, EIA 1985-1987 datafor
increase in the future. If estimates are correct, NAPAP, and Cost and Quality of Fuelsfor
heavy metal emissions from electric utilities in Electric Utility Plants 1987 (DOE 1991).
the United States will continueto grow as
weil. Estimatesof annualheavy metal emis- A comparison of the emissions estimates
sions from coal-fired plants in the United developed by Saeger et al. and the Centerfor
States we_'ecalculatedby Saeger et al. (1991) Clean Air Policy (Table 2.7) shows that
of the Alliance Technologies Corporationand although differences exist, the results are
by the Center for Clean Air Policy. similar in magnitude, lt is difficult to make

anythingother than an orderof magnitude
Saegeret al. (1991) estimatedtrace metal comparisonbecauseeach studyuses different
emissions from U.S. utilitiesby applyingemis- base years anddifferentinventories. Estimates
sion factors presented in the EPA report,Toxic from the Centerfor Clean Air Policy are
Air Pollutant Emission Factors - A Compila- probablymore accuratebecauserevised emis-
tionfor Selected Air Toxic Compounds and sion factors and a more extensive inventory
Sources, to the 1985 NAPAP Emissions Inven- were used.
tory (Version 2).

2.3.3 Utility Emissions in Europe
The Center for Clean Air Policy estimated
trace metal emissions from U.S. utilitiesby Pacyna calculated emissions of arsenic,
applyingemissions factors calculatedby cadmium,mercury, zinc, and lead for major
Radian Corporation(Brooks 1989) to a anthropogenicsources in Europe. Pacyna's
nationaltoxic emissions database that the results are presentedin Table 2.8. Data from
Centerdeveloped. Informationfor the database 633 conventionalpower plants were used to

Table 2.7. Utility Emissions of Selected Trace Metals in the United States (tons per year)

• Refereng¢ Year As ..Cd;[ Cr ..Cit_ ]:[g Mn
Saegeret al. 1985 574 113 3067 1380 99 5288 2743
Centerfor Clean Air Policy 1987 381 44 2474 1167 81 3470 2234

Sources: Saeger et al. 1991, p. 7; Nerne 1991, p. 23

Table 2.8. Utility Emissions of Selected Trace Metals in Europe in 1982 (tons per year)

Boiler Type AL Cd H_H_g _ Zn

Coal 237 81 122 844 1190
Oil 91 43 457 325
Total 328 124 122 1301 1515

Source: Pacyna 1989, p. 21
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determineproductioncapacityandthe type of The productionof nonferrousmetals involves
fuel used by conventionalplants. They cal- several steps that result in the release of heavy
culatedemission factorsusing informationon metals. The first step is mining. Underground
the boiler type and the efficiency of the and open-pit mining techniquesboth release
emission control equipmentfor given trace metals becausenonferrousmetal ores
countries, containcadmiumand arsenic. Next, the ores

are roasted in smelters. This high-temperature
2.3.4 OH Combustion process separatesvolatile elements, such as

arsenic, cadmium, and mercury,from the
Except for its nickel emissions, oil combustion ores. These trace metals remain in the flue
is a less significant source of heavy metal gas. Most of the metals in the flue dusts are
emissions than coal combustion.While there is recycled, but any that are not, are emitted to
a high variability of trace elements in oil, the atmosphere.Emissions are dependenton
heavy metals are usually not present in the efficiency of the control devices used.
residual and distillateoil in large quantities.
Therefore, when oil is burned, the releases Secondary nonferrousmetal productionproc-
tend to be smaller. Oil combustionis, how- esses, such as the melting of scrap, the oxida-
ever, a major source of nickel emissions, tion of impurities in the scrap, and the refining

of copper, also result in trace element emis-
Since oil combustiondoes not producebottom sions. The furnaces used in iron and steel
ash, 100% of the trace metals enteringthe manufacturingand the kilns in cement produc-
boiler are assumed to be emitted in the flue tion also emit tracemetals. Trace element

gas. Oil fly ash has different characteristics emissions are also released from municipal
than coal fly ash, and it is not knownwhether incineratorsand sewage sludge incineration.
trace metals are enriched in the small panicle
fractions of oil ash the way they are in coal Chlor-alkaliplants are a source of mercury :
ash. Without this information, the ability of emissions that have an impact, at least on local
paniculate control equipmentto remove trace levels. One study suggests that in addition to
metals cannot be evaluated. As a result, most mercurylosses that occur during production
emissions factors for oil are reported for processes in active chlorine plants, atmos-
uncontrolled boilers, pheric and aquatic emissions may also occur

from ponded waste products at active or
2.3.5 Other Anthropogenic Sources inactive plants (Lindberg and Turner 1977,

p. 133). Since ponding is a common disposal
In addition to coal and oil combustion, the practice for solid waste, and since mercury has
other major industrial sources of atmospheric a residence time of over 100 years in large
heavy metal emissions are nonferrous metal waste deposits, the relative importance of
production and the production and use of emissions from waste ponds may continue to
metalliccommercial products.Othermanu- grow.
facturing processes, refuse incineration,and
chlor-alkali waste ponds also contribute to
emissions.
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3.0 Environmental Transport and Behavior

The primaryvehicles of heavy metal transport Trace metals leave the atmosphere through wet
are atmospherictransportandleaching. Heavy deposition (rainfall)or dry deposition (sedi-
metal emissions to the air are likely to be mentation).The solubility of the metals in
carriedlong distancesanddeposited in distant water determineswhether they will be re-
terrestrialandaquaticenvironments.The moved by wet deposition. Mercury is unusual
leaching of trace metals usually involves because it can be re-vaporizedafter it has been
shorter distancesand depends on the solubility deposited on land.
of the metals in water and the amountof water
availableas a transportmedium. Atmosphericdeposition is an importantpath-

way by which trace metals enter the environ-
After heavy metals are released into the ment. For example, Lake Michigan receives
environment, they interact with other chemi- approximately50% of its toxic input from
cals, such as sulfur dioxide and nitrogenoxide, atmosphericdeposition, an amount equal to the
Both sulfur dioxide and nitrogenoxide have dischargeof effluents directly into the lake by
been linked to acid rain. The relationship industry(Neme 1991, p. 17). Similarly,
between certain heavy metals and these sub- meteorologicalstudies and geographicalcon-
stances influencesthe concentrationsandbio- centrationpatternsindicate that trace element
availabilityof these metals in aquatic emissions from the northern (former) Soviet
ecosystems. Union are the main sources of the high con-

centrationsof air pollutants in the Norwegian
Arctic (Pacynaet al. 1985, p. 857).

3.1 Air Transport
The vapor form of mercurymakes long-range

The behavior of elements duringatmospheric transportand long residence times in the
transport depends on their physical-chemical atmospherepossible. The residence time of
properties; their particle size-distribution;and mercury in the atmosphereusuallyranges from
meteorologicalconditions, such as wind speed 0.7 to 2 years. Other estimates based on
(Pacyna 1987, p. 81). The concentrationof oceanic measurementssupport this time frame
elements in the air seems also to vary with the (Lindberg1987, p. 101). Becauseof its long
seasons (Lindqvistand Rodhe 1985, p. 857). residencetime in the atmosphere,mercury is

deposited in areas outside of those in which it

Air emissions from utility and other types of is emitted. For example, other European
boilers are usually released from tall stacks, countriesprobablycontributemore to the
Tall stacks permit air emissions to be trans- currentmercury deposition in Sweden than
ported long distances, which can result in Swedish emissions do (Lindqvistand Rodhe
significant air deposition in areas far from the 1985, p. 154).
source of these pollutants(Saeger et al. 1991).
Additionally, the residence time of trace
elements in the atmosphereis long enough to 3.2 Leaching and Other Trans-
allow for long-range transport. For example, port Pathways
arsenic, cadmium, andlead reside in the
atmospherefor approximatelyseven days In additionto stack emissions, there are other
(Pacyna 1987, p. 81). processes by which tracemetals enterthe

environmentas a result of coal combustion.
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Trace elements can also enter the environment in the alkalineconditions in the ash disposal
as a nzult of coal pile run-off. Coal pile run- system. Trace elements that are mobilized in
off is caused by rainfallthat percolatesthrough alkaline environmentsare mobilized in coal
the coal storagepiles. Acid leachateis ash ponds. Undesirableecological impacts
produced,which holds the metals in solution could resultfrom coal ash or scrubbersludge
andfacilitatestransportof these metals to disposal.
surfacewaterandgroundwater.

Simsiman et al. (1987) point out that the
Ash pond waterdischarge is anothermeansby ponding of fly ash permitsthe fly ash to con-
which heavy metals can enter the environment, tact water. This contact could lead to enhanced
Fly ash from electrostatic precipitatorsand leaching of trace metals and contaminationof
bottom ash from furnacescan release metals the groundwater.A barrierto leaching is that
into the water in which they are traveling from the elements are usually found in the ash pond
the precipitatorsor furnace to the settling as particulatesand their mobilization is limited
pond. Ash pond effluents usually discharge by adsorption,precipitation,or other reactions
into rivers. Surface water and groundwater that decrease their concentrations in the ash
couldalso be contaminated.Toxic metals can ponds.
also be released as a resultof other waste
waterdischarges. Finally, ash disposal could

potentially contaminatesoils, surfacewater, 3.3 Relationship with Acid Rain
and groundwater.Ash containingtrace metals

can be transportedlong distances via cerial A relationshipexists between heavy metals and
plumes, water, and with solid waste, ali of acid rain. First, both are caused by coal com-
which could contaminatethe food chain bustion. The combustionof coal not only
(Sabbioniet al. 1984, p. 143). releasesheavy metals into the atmosphere,but

it also releases sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
Beaver et al. (1987) determined that the single oxide, the precursors to acid rain. Second, a
most importantfactor in preventingground- statistical relationshipexists between acidity in
water contaminationfrom fly ash and/orflue lakes and the concentrationof metals in those
gas desulfurizationwaste sites is to keep the lakes. Third, acid rain may increase fish
wastes d_y and to dispose of them in dry uptake of metals and exacerbatethe effects of
settings. If no water is present, there is no metals on soils. The relationshipbetween
transportmedium to move the contaminants, acidity and metalconcentrationsin lakes and

fish is not well understood.
In a 1976-1979 study, Wangen and Dreesen

(1980, p. 1-2) sought to identify which Several theories may explain why lakes that
elements were mobilized in the scrubber become acidic also have greater concentrations
system and ash disposal pond at the Four of certainheavy metals. These theories
CornersPower Plant in northwesternNew examinethe processes by which lakes receive
Mexico, a plant that uses a coal with an heavy metals, depositionand leaching.
unusually high ash contentof 20%. They Lindqvist and Schroder (1989, p. 307) found
compared elements in the intakewater with thatacidity in rain increased the atmospheric
those in plant effluents. The elements most depositionof mercury by oxidizing elemental
elevated in the effluent were the elements most mercury in cloud water. Therefore, mercury
highly extracted from precipitator ash by deposition may not depend only on mercury
water. An important consideration is whether emissions, but also on emissions of sulphur
the trace elements in the ash are soluble in the dioxide and nitrogen oxides. Lindqvist and
acidic environment of the venturi scrubber or
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Schroderfound that elevated acidification There are several hypothesesas to why acidity
increases the leaching of mercury from certain is linked to increasedconcentrationsof
layers of the soil as the soil is dissolved in mercury. One reason couldbe that the uptake
runoff water. Richman et al. (1988) also of mercury across the gills of fish is enhanced
theorize that acidic conditionscould mobilize in waterswith low pH or low calcium.
sediment-boundmercury in the watershedand Anotherpossibility concernsthe chemical form
that it could enter the lake as runoff, of the mercury. Methyl mercury is one of the

most poisonous forms of mercuryand is the
Acidity in lakes also increases the concentra- form most easily bioaccumulated.Methyl mer-
tion of certainheavy metals in fish. Fish in cur),productionis likely to increase in lakes
low-pH lakes in Scandinavia,Canada, and the underacid conditions. This increasedproduc-
UnitedStates were shown to have elevated tion of meth_,lmercury could be responsible
mercuryconcentrations,even in waters lacking for the increasedaccumulationin fish 0Viener
direct anthropogenicsourcesof mercury (Suns 1988; Richman et al. 1988).
et al. 1980; Sloan and Schofield 1983;
Bjorklundet al. 1984; and Heiskaryand Unlike merc_lry,cadmiumand lead do not
Helwig 1986 ali in Wiener 1988). Sprenger biomagnify in the aquaticfood chain. Concen-
et al. (1988, p. 375-388) analyzed trace trationsof these elements do not increase as
element concentrationsin yellow perch in six the fish's body size increases. Lead is similar
acidic lakes in northernNew Jersey and found to mercury in that increaseduptakeoccurs
that concentrationsof mercury and lead were underacidic conditions. Cadmium concentra-
highest in the most acid lakes, while cadmium tions in fish and other aquaticorganisms
showed fairly low accumulation, decreasedunderacidic conditions.
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4.0 Environmental and Health Effects of Heavy Metals

Little is known about the impactof the long- up a greaterportion of their diet. Heavy
rangetransportof tracemetals and the effects metalsalso have an adverse affect on soils.
of small doses of tracemetals on humansand Althoughthe impactof toxics on terrestrial
ecosystems. EPA assessmentsof potentialrisk, ecosystemshas not been studied in depth, the
especially those focusing on air qualityprob- risks posed by tracemetals to plants are likely
lems, have tended to concentrateon cancer to impactthe animals eating the plants more
risks to humanswho inhale the air in the than the plants themselves (Neme 1991).
immediatearea surroundingpollutingfacilities.

Membersof a workshopsponsored by the
Carcinogenspose a threat in any quantity Centerfor Clean Air Policy evaluated metals
because they have no threshold. EPA has to determinewhich were of greatest concern.
hoped thatthe focus on cancerrisk would also The evaluationcriteriawere 1) evidence of
eliminateother risks (which do have a thresh- adverseecological effects; 2) humanhealth
old). Also, traceelementuptake is more effects resultingfrom intakethrough the food
efficient throughinhalation than throughdiges- chain; 3) regional effects, i.e., not effects from
tion (Austinand Millward 1984, p. 1909). a point source; and4) ecological effects relat_
EPA's focus on human carcinogenesis, how- to the atmosphere.The workshopdid not
ever, neglects risks to humansand animals addressthe effects to ecosystems of long-term
throughbioaccumulationof metals in the food heavy metal accumulationat current emission
chain. EPA has not studiedthe impactof trace levels.
metals on animals and ecosystems, exposure
throughaccumulationin the food chain, and The membersof the workshopconcludedthat
the impactof long-rangetransportof heavy mercuryand cadmiumpose a regional eco-
metals (Neme 1991). logical threat. Not only have numeroushealth

advisoriesbeen issued on eating fish caught in
Heavy metal pollution has become a concern mercury-contaminatedlakes, butthere is
to some scientists becausetrace metal emis- evidence of adverse effects on loons, mink,
sions cause increasedtracemetal concentra- and otter, ali of which eat fish. Health
tions in air, toxicity in rainfall, tracemetal advisoriesagainsteating moose, deer, and bear
depositionin fragile ecosystems farfrom kidneysandliver have also been put into effect
industrialactivity, and effects on flora and becauseof unhealthylevels of cadmium.The
fauna(Nriagu 1989b, p. 4). Concentrationsof regionaleffects of some metals are uncertain,
some trace metals in fish and mammalsexceed but the workshopfound no evidence that air
the health standards for people who eat those emissions of other metals are of concern
animals. Heavy metals pose a serious threat to today.
aquaticecosystems. Somemetals have a ten-
dency to bioaccumulateor biomagnify as they The effects of long-termhumanexposure to
move through the aquaticfood chain. Humans traceelements have not been fully explored.
may not be the species most sensitive to trace One author concluded that the increase in
metalaccumulation;fish-eating mammalsand heavy metal pollution as a resultof coal com-
birdsmay be at higher risk because fish makes bustion is not likely to cause toxicological

effects throughthe food chain, but that
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inhalationmay have an impact. This impact While ali of the potential health risks posed by
occurs because small particlesgain access to tracemetals are not known, the hazards posed
the alveolar regions of the lung andthenenter by these elements (at least in large quantities)
the bloodstream (Sabbioniet al. 1983, p. 141, have been documented. Certainforms of
147). chromium,nickel, beryllium, arsenic, and

cadmiumare carcinogenicto animals and

Mercury is emitted primarily in vapor form. humans. Arsenic is a cocarcinogen that inter-
This has serious implicationsbecause crop feres with repairmechanisms. Selenium, an
plants are likely to absorbandretain mercury essential element, is not a carcinogen andis
through leaf uptakeof mercuryvapor. Also, even consideredto be an anti-carcinogen;
inhaled mercury vapor diffuses into the blood however, in large quantities it is toxic to
cells and various tissues more effectively than humans(Merian 1984, p. 25).
does the particle form.
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5.0 Control Strategies

Heavy metal emissions can be reducedin 5.2 Developing Technologies
several ways. Although existing controltech-
nologies were designedto removeparticulates Flue gas desulfurizationis a nontraditional
andsulfur dioxide, these technologies also method of controllingemissions. This method
remove heavy metals from flue gas. New tech- retains traceelements in the particulateandin
nologies being developed can remove mercury the vapor phases. Because they operate ander
from stack emissions. In additionto tech- lower temperatures,nonconventionalc6mbus-
nologies, other options such as energy rien methods, such as fluidized bed combus-
efficiency improvements, coal cleaning, and tion, could lower emissions by reducing
fuel switching also are availableto reduce volatilization (Pacyna1989, p. 15-22; Pacyna
heavy metalemissions. 1986, p. 4).

Most mercury leaves power plants in the vapor
5.1 Existing Technologies form. Most of the existing controltechnologies

are not effective in preventingthis vapor from
The control technologies used by coal-fired escaping;however, several technologies are
power plants are electrostaticprecipitators being developed to control mercury emissions.
(ESP), baghouses, or scrubbers. ESP is the As Table5.1 indicates,these emerging tech-
most commonlyused control device. Wet-type nologies remove mercury more efficiently than
ESPs are more efficient than conventional do existing controls. In the first technology,
precipitators,with an efficiency of more _*han activatedcarbonis injectedinto flue gas to
99%. Wet scrubbersare more efficient in re- increasethe efficiency of existing controls. In
moving arsenic, cadmium,manganese, nickel, the second emissions-controltechnology,
lead, andzinc from flue gas than are ESPs, sodium hypochloriteis injected into a wet
although ESPs are betterat removing sele- scrubber to make mercury water-soluble.The
nium. One drawbackof wet scrubbers is their mercury is thenremoved from the scrubber
very high operatingand maintenance costs, waste water. A thirdtechnology being

developed is the lignite coke technology;
Becausemost trace metals are emitted as patti- lignite coke adsorbsnearly 100% of mercury
culates, retrofittingbaghouses to existing coal- and other heavy metals from flue gas.
fired power plants would reduceheavy metal
emissions. Baghouses are more efficient at
removing heavy metals than ESPs because 5.3 Energy Efficiency
baghouses are bettcr equipped to remove small

particles. Thus, a baghousecan remove more Since it is possible that mercuryremovedby
trace metals from the flue gas than an ESP that particulatecontrolsor scrubbers could later
has the same overall efficiency (Lane and volatize out of their waste products(Chow
Khosla 1983, in Neme 1991, p. 59). Unfortu- et al. 1990, in Neme 1991, p. 49), control
nately, these fabric filters wear down easily strategiesthat wouldpreventmercury from
becauseof the high temperatureand chemical undergoingcombustionin the first place may
propertiesof the flue gas. be most effective in curtailingits emissior,
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Table 5.1. Efficiency of ControlTechnologies at Removing Mercury

• CQnC'QITc_hnQlo_ Efficiency

ExistingTechnologies
Hot-sideESP 0%

Cold-sideESP 35%

Baghouse 40%
Scrubber 35%

Developing Technologies
Activated Carbonwith ScrubberandESP 80%
Activated Carbonwith Scrubberand Baghouse > 90%

Sodium Hypochloritewith Scrubber > 95%
LigniteCoke > 95%

Source:Neme 1991,p.40

Energy efficiency could be the most effective Some metals are more easily removed from
method of reducingmercury and other emis- coal than others. For example, arsenic, manga-
sions if the efficiency improvementsdisplace nese, and lead are most easily removed. Also,
electricity that is produced from coal-fired heavy metals are more easily removed from
power plants (Neme 1991, p. 38-42). Energy easternor midwestern coal than from western
efficiency would reduce the amountof trace coal.
metals, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and
nitrogen oxides emitted. Energy efficiency is
also highly cost-effective. The problemwith 5.5 Fuel Switching
this strategyis that its implementationdepends
on governmentinvolvement, utility invest- Fuel-switching could also be a meansof reduc-
ments, andchanges in consumerbehavior at ing mercury and other trace metal emissions.
levels that are not anticipatedin the near Switchingto nuclear or renewableenergy
future. Because coal use is expected to would reduce heavy metal emissions by 100%.
increase significantly in the next 20 years in Switching to naturalgas would also reduce
the United States, energy efficiency improve- emissions, but because there are no available
mentswould only serve to keep emissions data on concentrationsof tracemetals in
constant at today's levels if no other controls naturalgas, these savings cannotbe quantified.
are implemented. Oil-firedboilers do not requirefly ash removal

equipment.With the exception of nickel, emis-
sions from oil-fired boilers are so low that

5.4 Coal Cleaning theyare comparable to those from a coal-fired
unit with 99% efficiency (Pacyna 1987, p. 73).

The efficiency of coal cleaning depends on Switching to differenttypes of coal can
how easily the metals are removed from the significantlyreduce heavy metal emissions,
coal and on the region of the country in which also.
the coal is produced.
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6.0 Ongoing Activities

Several organizations are conductingresearch radiusof a plant will be studied. Field tests to
to understandthe process and impactof heavy determineexactly what is being emitted from
metalreleasesbetter.Thesegroupsaretrying utilitystackswiUbeconducted.EPA will also
to coordinatetheir efforts, doa riskanalysis.

The U.S. Departmentof Energy'sPittsburgh Thisstudywill focuson humanhealthbecause
EnergyCenterisdoingfield teststo determine thatis whatthe CAA requires.Thestudywill
the contentsof emissionsfrom utilitystacks, notconsiderthreatsto ecosystemsandanimals.
Between8 and16 coalutilitieswill bestudied lt hasnotbeendeterminedif long-rangetrans-
to analyzeemissionsandevaluatethe perform- portandindirectexposure(i.e., throughthe
anceof controltechnologies, foodchain)will be examined.EPA hascom-

mitredto completingthe utility studyby
In another mercury study, the National September1994.
Institute of EnvironmentalHealth Sciences is
trying to determine the humanthreshold for 6.1,2 Mercury Study
mercury.

EPA's study of the long-range transportof
The EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) mercuryis still in the planning stages. Global
and the Electric Power ResearchInstitute effects will not be studied, but certainly trans-
(EPRI) each have severalstudies underway. port acrossthe United States andmaybe across

the U.S./Canadian borderwill be examined.
Health risks will be assessed, butit has not

6.1 EPA Activities been determined how that assessment will be
done.

EPA is carryingout several emissions studies.
The amendmentsto the Clean Air Act require EPA has committed to completing the mercury
EPA to perform a 3-yearstudy of the possible study by Septemberof 1994 also.
health effects from utility emissions of air
toxics. The act also requiresa special 4-year 6.1.3 Great Waters Study
study in which emissions, health and environ-
mentalrisks, and control technologies for EPA's study of the atmosphericdepositionto
mercurywill be examined. EPA is also con- the GreatLakes and coastal waters will use a
ducting a GreatWatersstudy to evaluate the modeland samples collected from the field.
deposition of pollutantson the Great Lakes, This study seeks to determine the loadingof
ChesapeakeBay, and coastalwaters, these pollutantsfrom the air relative to the

total loading. The Great Waters studywill also

6.1.1 Utility Study look at the effects of direct and indirect
exposure to these toxics and will determine the

EPA's utility study will focus on examining regulatoryrevisions necessary to prevent these
direct exposureto air toxic emissions. Health effects.
effects thatoccur within a 50-kilometer
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6.2 EPRI Activities The data will be used to fill gaps in the PICES
database and to validate the PlCES model. The

EPRI is developing models so that utilities can PICES project is also developing control tech-
estimate their own emissions. Studies are also nology guidelines so utilities can determine

being conducted to better understand how which technologies are appropriate in the event
emissions are transported and transformed in that additional controls are needed. A literature
the environment, and the impacts on human review is also being conducted to find infor-
health and the environment. This research is mation on emerging control technologies.

inte_led to complement the studies being
conducted by EPA. EPRI is working with 6.2.2 Human Health Risk Models
EPA, DOE, and utility representatives to
coordinate research. Several computer models are being developed

by the Environmental Risk Analysis Program

6.2.1 PICES Project at EPRI to determine the risks that air toxics
emissions pose to human health. The Airborne

The EPRI project, PICES (power plant inte- Emissions Risk Assessment Model (AERAM)
grated systems: chemical emissions study), will represents indi,,4dual sources. The AirTox
assess the source and fate of chemicals in the model, an extension of AERAM, allows for

process streams of fossil plants. This project multiple decisions and gives information on a
takes ali of the different outputs, of which range of outcomes. A third model, Risk
airborne emi,_si_ns is just one, into account. A PICES, is a multimedia model that will link
database has been established that includes existing models and allow for multiple
descriptions and conc_,ntrations of chemicals in chemical evaluations.

po_er plant process_., as well as applicable
regulations and health and environmental infor- 6,_.3 Temperate Lakes Study
marion. A Fower p|ant chemical assessment
model will be made available to utilities so Finally, EPRI is conducting a study on

they can track their pathw,_ys and predict mercury in temperate lakes. The purpose of
emissions and discharges from a set of chemi- this study is to quantify sources of mercury

cal inputs and generation configurations, and the processes that influence mercury
accumulation. A model of mercury behavior in

EPRI also started a field monitoring project in _quatic ecosystems has been developed. A
May 1990 to measure a variety of substances field study to _ather air data to identify the

in the process and discharge streams of several forms of mercury in the atmosphere is also
representative power plants, going to be conducted.

6.2
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7.0 Areas Where Future Research Is Needed

Future researchis neededto fill the gaps in 7.2 Emissions Inventory
our knowledge of trace metals. Moredataare

neededon the sources of trace metals, the Very few worldwide assessmentsof trace
quantitiesof trace metal emissions, the envi- metal emissions have been conducted, and the
ronmentalbehaviorand transportof trace few that have been done are crudeestimates.
metals, and the health and ecological effects of A global emissions inventoryon a country-by-
trace metals. Currently,our knowledge in country or region-by-regionbasis is needed
these areas is limited, and existing data contain (l'acyna 1989, p. xii). Consideringemissions
a high degree of uncertainty, sources on a countryor regionalbasis is

importantbecausedifferentareas have differ-
ent sources. Also, differences in control

7.I Sources of Emissions technology, industrialactivity, population
density, and other factors that contributeto

Ali the sources of heavy metal emissions may emissions vary by country and/or region.
not have been identified at this time. For
example, a study of a non-operatingchlor-

alkali plant in the United States revealedthat 7.3 Behavior and Transport
stored waste deposits were emitting mercury
vapor to the atmosphere.This finding indicates The behaviorof certainmetals once they leave
that losses from defunctplant_could approach the stack needs to be studied more closely. For
thatof active plants (Lindbergand Turner example, an analysis of the lesser known reac-
1977, p. 136). Power plants, metal works, and tions with mercury indicatedthat, under cer-
other sources of tracemetal emissions should tain conditions, the half-life of mercury could
be investigated to determinereleases that may be only a few minutes, as opposed to months
be occurringfrom residualwaste deposits even or years (Lindherg1987,.p. 101). Heavy
after these facilities have ceased operations, metals interact with other chemicals in the

atmosphere, and these relationshipsneed more
More researchis needed to determine natural exploration.For example, soot andozone have
source strengths, such as wind-blowndust, been linked to the depositionof certain heavy
erosion, and forest fires (Pacyna 1987, p. 84). metals from the atmosphere(Ebinghauset al.
The sea-to-atmosphereflux needs to be studied 1992). Very little is known about the chemical
in more depth. The sea could be a largesource form of certainheavy metals in the atmosphere
of trace metal emissions near the equator (Merian 1984, p. 16, 24). The physical and
where solubilities are less than in colder water chemical forms of trace metals released a,_d
in high latitudes. These metals may be emitted their behavior in the atmosphere impacts their
as vapor and transported to higher latitudesas transport in the environment, their bioava:_lable
partof the moving air mass. At higher lati- fraction, and their toxic health andecological
tudes, they condense onto existing particles effects (Sabbioniet al. 1984, p. 151).
and become enriched compared with lower
latitudes (Lantzyand Mackenzie1979,
p. 523).
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Although leaching of heavy metals from coal 7.4 Impacts of Trace Metal
sludge is only a local concern, the disposal of Emissions
coal residue cou!d become a major problem in

the future. With the Clean Air Act Amend- To appreciate the impact that heavy metal
ments of 1990, more scrubbers will be releases from coal-fired power plants and other
installed at power plants, increasing the sources will have over time, a global model
amount of coal sludge produced each year. To that can project into the future needs to be
determine how threatening these residues are, applied to this problem. This model should be
it will be necessary to study scrubber sludge to global in scale and should consider differences
determine how trace elements behave in sludge in equipment, controls, concentrations in coal,
and how to dispose of them safely, and other economic and demographic factors

on a regional basis. The model should consider
The physico-chemical form of trace metals in ali potential waste streams and exposure
ash pond effluents also needs to be studied, pathways. As different control technologies
The flow rates of trace metals from coal pile take hold, heavy metals may pose less of a
drainage and release to the air, soil, and other threat to air quality and become a liquid or
endpoints need to be determined. The leaching solid waste issue.
and sorptive behavior of trace elements from
ash and solid waste disposal needs to be
studied because this behavior governs the rate
of environmental transport, the bioavailability, 7.5 Control Strategies
and the ultimate health effects posed by these
elements (Sabbioni et al. 1984, p. 151). In To reduce the risks posed by heavy metal pol-
fact, the chemical form in which elements are lution, control strategies need to be developed.
taken up and react with critical cells has not These strategies will probably include a mix of
been fully studied. The valence and speciation hardware and policy options. Innovative tech-
of elements determine their behavior in living nologies will need to be further explored and
organisms (Merian 1984, p. 12). developed. More research is needed to deter-

mine what options are most s_ itable.
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